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Abstract Named Entity Recognition and Classification (NERC) is an important component
of applications like Opinion Tracking, Information Extraction, or Question Answering. When
these applications require to work in several languages, NERC becomes a bottleneck because
its development requires language-specific tools and resources like lists of names or anno-
tated corpora. This paper presents a lightly supervised system that acquires lists of names
and linguistic patterns from large raw text collections in western languages and starting with
only a few seeds per class selected by a human expert. Experiments have been carried out
with English and Spanish news collections and with the Spanish Wikipedia. Evaluation of
NE classification on standard datasets shows that NE lists achieve high precision and reveals
that contextual patterns increase recall significantly. Therefore, it would be helpful for appli-
cations where annotated NERC data are not available such as those that have to deal with
several western languages or information from different domains.
Keywords Named entity recognition and categorization · Information extraction ·
Multilingual natural language processing · Bootstrapping algorithms
1 Introduction
Nowadays there exists an increasing need for intelligent applications for helping to access
information. Moreover, these applications are particularly necessary when the information is
located in huge multilingual collections as is becoming common with the World Wide Web.
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News Tracking (NT) [27], Opinion Mining (OM) [21], or Question Answering (QA) [12]
are examples of intelligent applications for information access. All of them share a common
requirement: they need to solve the task of Named Entity Recognition and Classification
(NERC).
One of the main drawbacks in previous solutions for NERC is the requirement of specific
language tools and resources. Particularly, annotated corpora is a typical resource needed for
these kinds of applications in machine learning (ML) solutions [19,29,30]. Unfortunately,
the annotation of a corpus is an expensive and tedious task that human experts have to provide
for each domain and language. Producing annotated corpora quickly becomes the bottleneck
in a multilingual application that considers more than two or three languages [27] not only
because of the time, but because of the required expertize.
Multilingual applications are more and more needed due to the increasing process of glob-
alization that, for instance, the World Wide Web presents. Moreover, multilingual societies
like Europe or India need to extract information taking into account different languages.
In this work, we explore an alternative to acquire Named Entities and Linguistic Patterns
(contextual patterns) for NERC in western languages nearly from scratch, without the require-
ment of annotated corpora or other supervised and costly language-dependant resources or
tools. Moreover, the system presented in this paper has been designed with the objective of
being easily adaptable to new western languages and new domains. The experiments address
this need by requiring only an initial set of a few examples of Named Entities to bootstrap
useful resources.
The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents the state of the art in multilingual
NERC; the system proposed in this work is described in Sect. 3; the evaluation of the system,
carried out on three different collections and two languages (Spanish and English), is detailed
in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 outlines the main conclusions and future lines.
2 Related work
The objective of the NERC task consists of processing a text and identifying sequences of
words which represent entities like locations or organizations, among others. This task can
be performed in one step or broken into two subproblems. On one hand, NE recognition or
detection aims at marking the boundaries of the mention of an entity in running text. On the
other hand, NE classification should assign the correct category to the span of text. The most
basic set of classes includes PERSON, LOCATION, and ORGANIZATION, but existing
taxonomies have extended the number of classes up to 200 for the general domain [25].
Moreover, in specific areas, such as the biomedical domain, the classes of interest include
genes, proteins, or drugs, for example. Recent surveys in NERC are [18] and [24].
Initially, we distinguish two main paradigms for NERC: Knowledge engineering tech-
niques and ML approaches. Knowledge engineering techniques combine linguistic rules and
the integration of handcrafted lists of names and other heuristics. This approach was initially
taken by the NewsExplorer system [26,27] that combined the use of multilingual dictionaries,
gazetteers, and rules for NE recognition and classification. Development environments like
GATE [8] support the process with a specialized language (JAPE) and other tools. Never-
theless, it has proven hard to maintain due to the fact that adaptation of linguistic rules and
resources to new domains and languages is required.
Machine learning techniques have been explored beginning with evaluations like the
CoNLL forum. The shared tasks at the CONLL 2002 [29] and 2003 [30] explored NERC
for Spanish, Dutch, English, and German. The best performing systems used supervised
approaches like [4,11] and obtained results between 72 and 89 % in F-accuracy. The results
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depend on the language and the features used. While some of the features are largely language
independent, it is also common that to obtain top results they integrate other language-depen-
dant resources like NE lists, gazetteers, or POS taggers. In addition, supervised systems need
a significant amount of annotated corpora in order to estimate the model parameters. On et al.
[20] describe a work to disambiguate person names in digital libraries by using clustering
methods based on graph partitioning algorithms that was trained with a subset of DBLP
records and a set of web pages previously annotated. The cost of annotating data turns into a
limitation when we approach a new language, a new domain, or a different set of classes. In
all those cases, it is desirable to reduce the amount of supervision that is required. Therefore,
both paradigms are highly language-dependent and involve a high cost in manual labor and
supervision of domain experts.
Semi-supervised learning is a complementary line of research aimed at reducing the
amount of tagged training data needed or improving accuracy results by using unannotated
data. Collins and Singer [6] explore the use of semi-supervised learning for NE classifica-
tion into the three basic classes (PERSON, LOCATION, and ORGANIZATION). It starts
from a few rules and explores techniques like Expectation Maximization, self-learning, and
co-training. Nevertheless, they use parsing to recognize NEs which is a strict requirement for
languages other than English. Cucerzan and Yarowsky [7] report experiments on learning a
NERC to extract and classify PERSON (first and last name) and LOCATION. Their approach
achieves accuracy between 40 and 70 % for several languages. Their system learns weighted
tries for contextual and morphological features using a list of initial seeds and a corpus.
Another line of work has focused on bootstrapping semantic dictionaries that can be inte-
grated in Information Extraction modules. For example, [28] have used successive improved
modifications of a bootstrapping algorithm to learn a list of concepts for a domain-dependent
semantic model. This work and [32] have shown that learning multiple semantic classes
simultaneously improves results. Both approaches use other Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tools like POS tagging and parsing. On the other hand, the KnowItAll system [10]
has been used to compile a list of names and their categories from the Web by querying a
search engine. KnowItAll combines three acquisition techniques to mine the web: Hearst
patterns [13], extraction from large structured lists, and pattern learning. Their experimental
results show that Hearst patterns and structured list extraction are the most successful in a
Web context. Structured list location and extraction have also been used by [17] to acquire
names for a dictionary-based NERC system. However, they also note that it is difficult for
locating large lists of names for languages other than English. There are other works that
follow this bootstrapping approach applied to other text processing tasks, such as [16], that
show a method for text classification based on fuzzy partition clustering in order to obtain a
small quantity of labeled training data.
The compilation of large lists of names is also possible from Wikipedia, a multilingual
collaborative, free-content encyclopedia. Although its language distribution varies widely,
the English version already contains more than 2 million entries. Several of its features have
been exploited in order to extract useful knowledge. For example, [31] and [15] use the first
sentence of an article to compile a list of categorized entities using a variety of tools like
Wordnet and POS tagging.
Richman and Schone [22] take a different approach on using Wikipedia. They define a
procedure to generate annotated corpora using wiki formatting and other structures such as
category pages, articles, and interwiki pages. Corpora for several European languages are
prepared using a limited language knowledge. An HMM tagger based on a BBN Identi-
Finder [3] is trained with Wikipedia corpora and tested in newswire corpora with very good
results. This study shows that the performance is comparable to training the system with
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annotated corpora ranging from 20,000 to 40,000 tokens. Other cross-lingual approach to
NERC, [34], describes several methods to project the labels from a rich-resource mention
tagger (English) to another poor-resource language using Statistical Machine Translation.
Their model aligns the labels with their translations and achieves reasonable performance if
we consider that there are no training data in the poor-resource language. Dorji [9] proposed
an approach to extract terms that serve to identify document fields to be used in document
classification and passage retrieval combining linguistic and statistical methods; this work
uses Wikipedia articles classified by Wikipedia categories (that is, domain-specific corpora)
as well as Reuter RCV1.
Knowledge engineering and ML techniques require language-dependent resources to
process texts and involve the supervision of domain experts to define linguistic rules or
annotate the training data, respectively. However, most works using semi-supervised learn-
ing or bootstrapping methods were based on language-dependant resources and have hardly
ever carried out the detection of names for languages other than English. This work proposes
a bootstrapping algorithm easily extendible to new languages and new domains since it only
requires minimal supervision and few language-dependant resources. For each semantic cat-
egory (PERSON, LOCATION, and ORGANIZATION), the algorithm only needs a few
examples and retrieves the most frequent patterns co-occurring with them. These patterns are
produced from a single text context substituting each token with a wildcard to retrieve new
entity names. Those patterns that are only composed of stopwords and wildcards are filtered.
Thus, the stopword list is the only specific language resource that we use. The process is
repeated incrementally to acquire new entity patterns and new entity names. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first bootstrapping system applied to the detection of entity names
for Spanish. Another main advantage of our algorithm is that it is also domain-independent,
since it can be easily applied to the detection of other semantic categories by just providing
a small set of examples with no need for any additional setting.
3 System description
This section describes the bootstrapping system proposed. The goals of the system design
are (1) the acquisition of useful resources for NERC from a handful of examples and (2)
to be applied across languages and domains. The system is able to simultaneously acquire
two resource lists for every class of interest. The first list consists of examples of Named
Entities of a class, also called instances of the class. If we think of a NE class as a unary
predicate like Person(x), the list will be composed of person names like Barack_Obama,
Bill_Clinton, etc. The second list contains textual patterns that frequently co-occur with
valid entity instances. Among those, there would be examples of Hearst patterns like
persons_such_as or presidents_like but also more general patterns like
told_reporters that are indicative of a class like Person.
3.1 Definitions
Before describing the system in detail, we briefly introduce the main concepts that are used
in this work.
– Document collection or corpus is denoted as D and represents a collection of docu-
ments in a language. The document collection is indexed in order to scale for efficient
access.
– Entity class is each of the semantic categories that we have identified as important in our
document collection or useful for our application. In news genre, they are classes like
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Table 1 Examples of textual context with mentions for Bill_Clinton
Sl Se Sr
1 Bill Clinton and his wife as part
2 it is time for President Bill Clinton to be as big a
3 President Bill Clinton often laments that his achievements
4 The past week may convince Bill Clinton that his most recent predecessors
5 Bill Clinton told reporters that there
Table 2 Pattern mentions and text contexts for the pattern instance p(and_his_wife,→)
Se Sr
1 Bill Clinton and his wife as
2 assertion by President Clinton and his wife that
3 Long before President Clinton and his wife began
4 his friend Vince Foster and his wife
5 consul general Alberto Boniver and his wife Suzy
6 Mao invited Lin Piao and his wife to
7 expenses for Davis and his wife Christina
Person, Location, and Organization. Entity classes may be interpreted as logical
predicates. A predicate PERSON(x) will define a set of objects that belong to a set like
{x: x is a person}.
– Semantic model is the set of entity classes that the algorithm simultaneously uses in a
run. We name semantic models with the initials of their predicates when possible. For
example, the PLO stands for a semantic model composed of Person, Location, and
Organization classes. More formally, a semantic model is composed by k classes that
would be denoted as Rk(x) or Rk for short.
– Entity instance is used for each of the named members of an entity class. Valid
entity instances that fulfill the predicate PERSON(x) could be Bill_Clinton and
Clinton. We will consider them as two different entity instances, ignoring whether
they refer to the same real-world entity or not. The set of entity instances is a relation in
the mathematical sense. For each entity class, we will aim at obtaining a relation Ek(x)
of entity instances that satisfy the predicate Rk .
– Entity mention refers to the concrete occurrence of an entity instance in a document
collection. Table 1 shows examples of mentions for the entity instanceBill_Clinton.
The substring that corresponds to the entity mention is marked as Se. Sl and Sr are the
left and right substrings that are used as context for pattern generation.
– Pattern instances represent unique sequences of tokens that are frequently adjacent to
an entity instance of a given class. Pk(text, dir) is the relation of pattern instances asso-
ciated with a predicate Rk . In this case, the relation requires a token sequence (text) and
their location with respect to the entity instance (dir). The pattern may be appear to the
left of an entity mention (dir =←) or to the right (dir =→).
– Pattern mention is therefore the occurrence of a pattern instance inside a document.
Table 2 shows several pattern mentions related to the single pattern instance
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(and_his_wife,→). In this case, Sr is the substring that matches a pattern instance
and Se the text that would correspond to a hypothesized entity mention.
– Text Context is used to produce the graph that links pattern instances and entity instances.
The distinction between instances and mentions is important. The algorithm acquires and
classifies instances but it uses mentions to link entity instances and pattern instances when
they are adjacent in the same text context. Two different types of text contexts are used.
The contexts of entity mentions are used to generate left and right pattern instances which
can be seen as links. If the context of a pattern mention matches an entity mention, it
also generates a link.
3.2 Architecture
The algorithm that uses our bootstrapping system is detailed in Algorithm 1. The process
begins with an indexed collection of documents D and a semantic model M with a set of
predicates Rk from which we want to get the resources. For each predicate Rk , we will obtain
a list of entity instances Ek and a list of pattern instances Pk . Each of the predicates requires a
set of initial seeds and a regular expression that help us to identify candidate entity mentions.
In our experiments, we have just used the heuristic that NE should be capitalized, but other
soft heuristics may easily be applied. The algorithm uses dual bootstrapping of names and
patterns. It proceeds in an iterative way repeating two phases, Pattern Expansion and Entity
Expansion for each of the predicates. That is to say, Named Entity instances are used to dis-
cover new frequent Patterns instances and these patterns help to discover new name entities.
The following subsections describe the bootstrapping algorithm in more detail with the help
of example figures tracking the process performed in an iteration.
The system produces a bipartite directed graph G(E, P, A) where E are entity instances,
P are pattern instances, and A are the directed arcs between E and P vertices.1 An entity
instance is linked to a pattern instance when a query locates in the same context adjacent
mentions of the entity and the pattern. Notice as a distinctive characteristic of this system
that, in contrast with other bootstrapping algorithms, nodes are not only labeled but they
are also discovered as iterations advance. The query exploration strategy could be classified
as an Automatic Query Generation (AQG) strategy in the terminology of [14]. In fact, the
property of exclusivity combined with the learning of k predicates would end up building a
k + 1-partite graph in the form G(E1, E2, . . . , Ek, P, A).
3.3 Pattern expansion
In this phase, a new set of entity instances are used to acquire new candidate patterns. Only
a subset of the most promising ones are selected, evaluated, and consolidated according to
the procedure described below.
3.3.1 Find pattern mentions
This step starts with a set of seeds selected by a human expert for each of the predicates.
Bill Clinton,George Bush, and Janet Renomay be valid seeds for the predicate
Person(x). Initial seeds were generated by introspection but a few guidelines were used for
their selection:
1 We would use A, from arcs, to denote edges instead of the more common E as the names clashes in our
context.
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Algorithm 1 SPINDEL meta-algorithm
Input:
D an indexed corpus,
Rk entity classes to learn
Ek entity instances seeds for class Rk ,
Pk = {} an empty list of patterns for class Rk ,
A˜ pk = {} pool of contexts extracted from entities
A˜ek = {} pool of contexts extracted from patterns
Output: Ek seeds, Pk patterns
t = 0 {Start iterations in time}
for each k do




t = t + 1
{Pattern Expansion: Find new patterns instances from entities}
for each k do
Ptk ← selectCandidatePatterns( A˜ pk )
A˜ek(P
t
k ) ← f ind Enti t yMentions(Ptk , D)
end for








k )) ∧ removeBad Patterns(Ptk , A˜ek(Ptk ))
end for
{Entity Expansion: Find new entity instances from patterns}
for each k do
Etk ← selectCandidateEnti ties( A˜ek)
A˜ pk (E
t
k) ← f ind PatternMentions(Eik, D)
end for
for each k do
evaluateEnti ties(Etk, Pk)




k)) ∧ removeBad Enti ties(Etk, A˜ pk (Etk))
end for
{Delete old candidates from the pool for efficiency}
if (t − to f f set )%tw = 0 then
deleteV eryOld PatternMentions( A˜ pk )
deleteV eryOld Enti t yMentions( A˜ pk )
end if
until (|good Patterns(Ptk )| = 0 ∧ (|good Seeds(Etk)| = 0)
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Fig. 1 The process of building the graph: Pattern expansion
– Moderate to large frequency in the corpus. List of frequent NE candidates based on a
regexp pattern and a search interface were available. Initial bootstrapping requires that
common patterns appear close to different entity instances.
– Some of the seeds may share similar context (e.g., politicians, sportsmen, etc.).
– Seeds should cover different subconcepts inside the semantic class.
– Avoid entities that several senses are known as initial seeds.
– Select long names (Bill Clinton better than short references Clinton)
For each instance, a query and a filter are generated that retrieve documents with entity
mentions. For example, for the entity instance Bill_Clinton, we can generate a phrase
query “Bill Clinton” and a similar regular expression filter Bill
s+Clinton, where
s+ is the Java regular expression symbol matching one or more whitespaces. The textual
context around each of the entity mentions (Sl and Sr ) is used to discover candidate patterns.
The process is depicted in Fig. 1. For simplicity, this example illustrates the process for right
contexts; this context is similar for left ones.
3.3.2 Generate patterns
Pattern instances are generated from the tokens adjacent to an entity mention by applying
a simple generalization process. In addition to the plain lexical pattern, each token may be
substituted by a wildcard. Wildcards that appear on the edge of a pattern will always be
matched; therefore, it is simpler to represent these patterns just as shorter ones. One parame-
ter, wl , controls the maximum length of the window used to generate patterns. Additionally,
those patterns that are only composed of stopwords and wildcards are filtered.
We have used only lexical information in our patterns because our goal is to design an
algorithm that will be useful for several languages. Therefore, the stopword list is the only
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Table 3 Generation of pattern instances for a context to the right of an entity mention, c is for candidate
patterns and d is for discarded ones
c w1 w2 w3 and his wife
c * w2 w3 * his wife
c w1 * w3 and * wife
c * * w3 * * wife
d w1 w2 and his
d * w2 * his
d w1 and
specific language resource that we use. For this reason, no linguistic processing, including
stemming, is used at this stage.
Table 3 depicts the pattern generation process for the right context Sr =and his wife.
Assuming that the tokens and and his are in the stopword list, the four first pattern instances
are accepted while the rest are discarded ((and_his,→), (and,→), (*_his,→)).
Figure 1 depicts the process for several entities and patterns. Note that a single pattern
instance may be linked to several entity instances by means of appearing in the same or
similar contexts once wildcards are introduced.




Input: E a set of entity instances, an indexed document collection D
Parameters: N ed the maximum number of documents retrieved in a query, wl is the window
size for a pattern
Output: A˜ p(e, p) = {} a set of textual contexts that link entities e in E with candidate
patterns p
for each e in E do
q ← generateQuery(e);
f ← generateFilter(e);
T ← f ilter Docs(retrieveDocs(q, N ed ), f );
for each t in T do
A˜ p(e, p) ← A˜ p(e, p)⋃ generatePatterns(e, t, wl)
end for
end for
3.3.3 Select candidate patterns
The evaluation of candidate pattern instances is an expensive computational process and only
a subset N pl of all the candidates is evaluated in each iteration. The selection must avoid a
type of bias that appears as a consequence of retrieving candidates by querying text. Consider
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using the entity instance Bill_Clinton, it should sieve those patterns that are associated
only to a particular instance ((and_Hillary_Clinton,→)) from those that are more
closely associated with the predicate at hand ((and_his_wife,→)).
In order to select the subset, the patterns are ranked in a two-step process. First, a degree
measure, Pos(p, Rk), considers the connectivity with several entity instances to support a
good pattern instance. Pattern instances are ranked and a minimum support τ psupport is defined
to avoid the aforementioned instance bias. In the second step, the accuracy of the candidates
is estimated using previously acquired entity instances. A second parameter τ pacc defines the
minimum accuracy that is expected to consider patterns for further evaluation. In our experi-
ments, this threshold is τ pacc > 0.5 in order to consider patterns that are linked to more correct
entities than negative ones.


















Acc(p, Rk) = Pos(p, Rk)Pos(p, Rk) + Neg(p, Rk) (3)
Algorithm 3 SelectCandidatePatterns
Function SelectCandidatePatterns( A˜ p, Rk, Etj )
Input: A˜ p the pool of candidate pattern instances, Etj extracted entities until iteration t for
all predicates j
Parameters: N pl the max number of candidates
Output: Pt = {} the set of candidates at iteration t
r : generates random numbers r : r ∈ [0, 1]
A˜tp ← order( A˜tp, Pos(p, Rk))
while (‖Pt‖ < N pl ∧ ‖ A˜tp‖ > 0) do
if p ∈ Pk ∧ r > prep then
{Skip repeated patterns}
A˜ p ← A˜ p − p
else if (Pos(p, Rk) > τ psupport ∧ Acc(p, Rk) > τ pacc) then
{Select frequent, accurate patterns, and sometimes repeated}
Pt ← Pt ⋃ p
A˜p ← A˜ p − p
end if
end while
The pool of patterns instances is maintained along iterations and its management resem-
bles the front of exploration in a web crawler. As noted by [28], after some iterations the
candidate pattern pool will saturate with previous pattern instances, which means that the
same part of the graph is explored. The simplest solution consists of using only new candidate
instances. Due to the iterative nature of the algorithm, patterns are evaluated with limited evi-
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Fig. 2 The process of building the graph: Pattern expansion
dence and it is beneficial to re-evaluate patterns periodically. On the other hand, it is required
to consider new patterns to explore new connections in the graph and acquire new instances.
In order to enable this behavior, a threshold prep determines the probability that a repeated
pattern instance is considered again.
3.3.4 Evaluate candidate pattern
Candidate patterns are evaluated by querying the document collection again and retrieving
associated entity instances. Figure 2 depicts the evaluation of a candidate pattern which
first locates pattern mentions and then finds entities mentions (old ones but also new ones).
We use two evaluation measures to evaluate patterns, Accuracy (as defined above in 3) and
Confidence (Eq. 5). Note that this step is not redundant, as both measures use the new sample










Con f (p, Rk) = Pos(p, Rk) − Neg(p, Rk)Pos(p, Rk) + Neg(p, Rk) + Unk(p, Rk) (5)
An additional threshold is set on confidence (τ pcon f ) to discard ambiguous patterns or those
for which the algorithm cannot assess a strong association yet. In other words, it controls the
aggressiveness of the acquisition process. Patterns instances that are accurate and confident
are added to the definitive list Pk and removed from the pool. Patterns that do not meet the
accuracy threshold are removed; however, those patterns where the confidence is below the
threshold are stored for evaluation in future iterations.
3.4 Entity expansion
Entity Expansion is dual to the process of Pattern Expansion, the process is to a large extent
analogous (see Fig. 3 interpreted from right to left).
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Fig. 3 The process of building the graph: Entity expansion
3.4.1 Find entity mentions
Acquired pattern instances are used to query and filter the text collection in search of new
entity mentions.
For example, for the pattern p(and_his_wife.→)we generate a phrase query “and
his wife”. The filter NERegExps\s+and\s+his\s+wife where \s+ stands out for
one or more whitespace characters selects only those documents that are consistent with a
named entity to the left of the pattern. All the candidate entity instances located are added to
a candidate pool.
3.4.2 Select candidate entities
The selection of candidate entity instances is simpler and is carried out in one step based on
the degree of connectivity to pattern instances. Entity instances are enforced to be assigned
just to one entity class.
3.4.3 Evaluate entities
Their evaluation starts by querying the document collection with candidate entity instances
and retrieving patterns. The confidence of a seed is measured in terms of a probabilistic
Noisy-OR model [1]. As an entity like Al Gore co-occurs with a larger number of patterns
that are associated with the predicate Person(x), the confidence on being a person increases.
Con fslot (e, Rk) = 1 −
∏
i
(1 − Con f pattern(pi,slot , Rk))) (6)
In contrast, a different aggregation (probabilistic AND) is used to combine evidence from
left and right patterns. The motivation is to correct the bias introduced by particular queries.
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A correct entity instance should co-occur closed to left and right patterns. Entity instances
with a confidence over the threshold τ econ f are considered correct.
Con fN E (e, Rk) = Con f←(e, Rk) ∗ Con f→(e, Rk) (7)
Note that it is necessary for the feasibility of the algorithm to assign each NE instance to
a single class. That is to say, each NE can only have a sense in this algorithm, and therefore,
there exists exclusivity among classes. For example, instances like Madrid may be men-
tioned in the context of a Location (city), a Person (surname), or even an Organization
(in reference to Real Madrid) but a much larger name has only one sense, especially in the
scope of a single domain.
Although this seems like a large simplification, it helps to reduce the number of initial
seeds and to avoid semantic drifting, the process of acquiring instances of a related class
because of semantic relatedness. By means of the evaluation functions, the unambiguous
instances are preferred to drive the bootstrapping process and, once assigned to a class, they
cannot be assigned to another.
On the other hand, examples that have been acquired for one entity class are used as coun-
ter-examples for the rest of the classes. The process is carried out in parallel for all classes
at the same time so they compete to acquire a coherent meaning for names. That supposes a
counter-training characteristic of the algorithm.
3.5 Efficiency considerations
3.5.1 Delete old candidates
In principle, it would be possible to store all the arcs in the graph that have not been evaluated
during an iteration. In practice, the distribution of arcs is long tailed and, after a large number
of iterations, there would be a large number of low-frequency candidates in pools A˜ pk and
A˜ek . These infrequent candidates slow down the selection of promising ones but would not
be evaluated since selection is based on frequency. We have decided to implement a dele-
tion policy that periodically trims the long tail of the pools. Periodically, after performing
tw iterations, candidates which have frequency one are removed. Because the first iteration
may be more sensitive, an additional offset (to f f set ) may be specified to perform deletions at
iterations numbered ((N ∗ tw) + to f f set ).
3.5.2 Reuse queries for evaluation and exploration
On the other hand, the exploration of the collection is based on queries. This choice is
motivated because full scanning in the collection would not be practical when we deal with
a large collection and only few seeds or patterns per iteration. Another consideration for
efficiency is the number of queries that we issue for the acquisition of mentions and their
contexts. With a proper management of the textual contexts in the pool, it is possible to
intertwine pattern expansion and entity expansion to reduce the number of queries. In fact,
finding entity mentions must be performed prior to pattern evaluation as well as finding
pattern mentions and is a required step to evaluate candidate entities.
Though our current experiments use indexed local collections in order to retrieve mentions
and explore a new set of seeds in each interaction, it is especially interesting if the query
engine is an external service which usually imposes a limit on the number of queries issued
per day.
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Table 4 Outline of parameters
Name Description Range Experiments
General
wl Window length for patterns 1– 3
tw Time window before cleaning the candidate pool 1– 200
to f f set Time offset before cleaning the candidate pool 0– 100
Patterns instances
N pl Number of max. pattern instances by iteration 1– 40
N pd Max number of documents per query 1– 400
τ
p
support Threshold support 2– 2
prep Probability of select repeated 0.0–1.0 0.01
τ
p
acc Threshold accuracy 0.5–1.0 0.5
τ
p
con f Threshold confidence 0.0–1.0 0.1
Entity instances
N el Number of max. entity instances by iteration 1– 40
N ed Max number of documents per query 1– 400
τ esupport Threshold support 2– 2
τ econ f Threshold confidence 0.0–1.0 0.1
Table 4 summarizes all the parameters of the algorithm as well as their range of values.
Despite the number of parameters, only a few of them have a large influence on results.
Patterns too short would be uninformative but too long ones are infrequent, so we decided to
fix it on wl = 3. The threshold on accuracy τ pacc would trade between the precision of lists and
their length. On the other hand, a large number of documents per query is desired but, consid-
ering all matches, is impractical. We found 400 documents a practical limit for most queries.
4 Experiments and results
We have carried out experiments for acquiring NE resources in two different western
languages, Spanish and English. There are significative grammar differences between the
two chosen languages like the word order in the sentences, genres, etc. Furthermore, the
Spanish language is more flexible than the English language in the syntactical construction
of the sentences, increasing the difficulty for the automatic NERC systems.
For Spanish, we have also evaluated the system with two different text genres, news
and Wikipedia. Because these two languages have established evaluation resources used by
supervised NERC systems, it is possible to understand the trade-off between this approach
and ours, in the context of applications dealing with several languages or different domains.
It is important to highlight that our system does not use annotated corpora during train-
ing, but just a large plain collection of documents and only a handful of seeds to bootstrap
knowledge that helps in recognizing and classifying NE. These resources may be integrated
in rule-based or supervised NERC systems.
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Table 5 Description of the bootstrapping document collections
Name Source Date Lang # Docs # Tokens
EFE9495 EFE newswire 1994–1995 ES 454,000 136466,251
LAT94GH95 Los Angeles Times 1994 EN 113,005 72410,429
Glasgow Herald 1995 EN 56,467 25015,576
WIKI-ES Wikipedia snapshot 10-2006 ES 279,195 69515,149
Table 6 Description of the CONLL evaluation collections
Name Source Date Lang type # tokens # NE tokens








We present results for two alternative evaluations, the first directly measures the quality
of the name entity instance lists. Direct evaluation of the entity instances lists is desirable but
expensive as there are no such large lists of names for persons, locations, and organizations
that could be used as a gold standard. A human expert manually judged a sample of the
acquired lists to estimate the precision. In contrast, it is not possible to estimate the recall of
the acquisition system in a large unannotated collection.
Lists of patterns are even more difficult to judge as they can be associated with several
entity classes. In order to evaluate their contribution, both resources are integrated in a very
simple rule-based Named Entity classifier. Input is the text with NE mentions boundaries
annotated and the goal is to assign the correct class. Lists of patterns are aimed at improv-
ing recall as they could signal promising contexts even if mentions are not found the entity
list. On the other hand, the main advantage of the indirect evaluation is that it can be easily
automatized.
Table 5 summarizes the statistics for the collections that we use to acquire knowledge.
Spanish and English news collection has been used in the CLEF evaluation forum. The third
one is a snapshot of Wikipedia. The three collections are open-domain and unannotated
collections where traditional NERC classes (Person, Location, and Organization) dom-
inate but many other concept classes exist. Table 4 describes the meaning and the values of
the parameters used in these experiments.
Annotated corpora from the 2002 and 2003 CONLL shared evaluation [29], summarized
in Table 6, were used to evaluate NE classification. The CONLL collections use four different
classes: PER (Person), LOC (Location), ORG (Organization), and MISC (Miscella-
nea). We present results for the evaluation test set (testb) which is also used to evaluate
supervised systems.
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Fig. 4 Direct evaluation of precision for PLO-EFE9495
4.1 Spanish experiments
The first experiment uses the PLO semantic model to learn from the whole EFE-9495 cor-
pus. Each relation has been initialized with a handful of seeds that guaranteed the iterative
process to start and be maintained for some iterations. For these experiments, seeds have
been selected by a native speaker who knows the collection and its domain. The introspec-
tion process takes no longer than one hour, and for each class no more than 40 seeds were
used. Only the following rules have been considered:
– Seeds should appear more than once in the collection.
– Avoid ambiguous seeds that could belong to several classes or predicates.
– The set should match entities with both genres because these could affect lexical patterns
that do not use any kind of linguistic analysis.
The parameters used for all the experiments were summarized in Table 4. The most critical
parameters are the support for patterns (τ psupport ) and entities (τ esupport ) which are set to a
value of 2. In the case of τ psupport , it requires that at least two entities instances co-occur with
the same pattern in order to be considered a candidate. This value is justified because a small
number of initial seeds (40) that will make it difficult for a common pattern to appear with
greater frequency during the initial iterations.
4.1.1 Direct evaluation
The algorithm is able to extract very high precision lists of about 800 elements. After that,
precision goes down at different rates (note that the X-axis uses logarithmic scale), but it
extracts about 30.000 entity instances per class. Results of the direct evaluation are shown
in Fig. 4 and summarized in Table 7. Precision for the Person predicate is fairly high and
resulting dictionaries are directly useful. For the Location and Organization classes, the
head of the lists achieves reasonable quality but the tail could be fairly improved.
During the direct evaluation of the PLO experiment, we identified some common errors
due to semantic drifting. The Organization class acquires entity instances that are part of
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Table 7 Direct evaluation of precision for PLO-EFE9495
No. of instances Precision Mean
PER LOC ORG
100 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
500 1.0 1.0 0.988 0.996
1,000 0.981 0.709 0.888 0.859
2,000 0.981 0.709 0.835 0.841
5,000 0.981 0.690 0.749 0.806
10,000 0.963 0.497 0.624 0.694
20,000 0.950 0.280 0.532 0.587
30,000 0.949 0.226 – 0.568
At end 0.929 0.217 0.522 0.556
AvgPrec 0.948 0.527 0.671 0.715
Total # instances
36,316 33,335 24,673
Fig. 5 Comparison of Precision for ORG between PLO and PLOM (left) and for LOCATION in PLO and
PLOT experiments (right)
classes that are not modeled, but they are frequent enough in the corpus. Examples of some
of the errors are events (Juegos Olímpicos—Olympic Games) or prizes (Premio Príncipe de
Asturias—Príncipe de Asturias Prize). In order to minimize this kind of error, a different
setup included a new Misc entity class (PLOM).
Regarding the errors of the Location predicate, the main source of confusion is formed
by sports teams, which in Spanish are often ambiguous with locations, especially city names.
These errors are rooted, at least in part, in the assumption that a particular mention is asso-
ciated with only one class. A different experiment with the PLOT semantic model included
a Team class.
Both experiments aim to find if using additional entity classes would help to improve the
precision of the lists of entity instances. Figure 5 depicts the comparison of results between
semantic models and it shows that including additional classes had a positive effect.
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Table 8 Name classification in CONLL-ES collection
Baseline Entities Entities+Patterns
CONLL ORG PLO PLOM PLOT PLO PLOM PLOT
P 26.27 – 77.33 78.85 78.72 66.12 73.65 66.35
R 56.48 – 54.34 51.53 41.58 57.97 61.73 56.62
F 35.86 – 63.83 62.36 54.42 61.78 67.17 61.10
Acc – 39.34 64.04 66.24 62.18 63.17 71.29 62.50
Bold values indicate the best results in our experiments
4.1.2 NE classification with EFE-9495 relations
In the indirect evaluation, we solved the task of NE classification as a mean of evaluating
the lists of entities instances and patterns. We have used two different baselines for com-
parison. The first baseline (ORG) assigns the most common class to each name mention, in
this collection, that is, Organization. The second baseline was proposed in the CONLL
shared task and it assigns the most common label for an NE token as it is seen in the training
data. This baseline would be roughly equivalent to producing a dictionary from the annotated
training data.
We started from perfect NE recognition and each of the entity classes from the boot-
strapping algorithm were mapped to their equivalent in the CONLL corpus. For instance, in
experiments with the PLOT semantic model, both Organization and Team were mapped
to ORG. The first NE classifier (entities) used a naive pure dictionary approach to classify
names. Only if the exact mention appears in one of the list of names, it is tagged with the
corresponding label. Precision, Recall, and F-measure for this dictionary-based classifier are
presented in Table 8 for the CONLL-ES test set. Accuracy results are produced when we
add the majority rule. In other words, for those names that appear in no list, the majority
class, ORG, is assigned. A second NE classifier (entities+patterns) uses the list of acquired
patterns. When a name mention is not found in the NE lists, their contexts are matched with
the lists of patterns and the name is classified with the most voted class.
Results for the first classifier show a significant improvement over the baselines. Precision
is also enhanced by modeling more NE classes (PLOM and PLOT semantic models). On
the other hand, we observed that when the modeling assumptions are too restrictive, Recall
could be seriously affected. If we compare the performance of the classifiers using the PLO
model and the PLOM model, the decrease in Recall is not compensated by the increase in
Precision. Therefore, the overall performance of the classifier is not improved. Regarding
the use of patterns, results show that there is a consistent improvement in Recall while the
global improvement (F-measure) is not always guaranteed. Nevertheless, best results have
been achieved when the PLOM semantic model is used and both dictionaries, entities and
patterns, are integrated.
4.1.3 NEC with WIKI-ES relations
We have carried out similar experiments by learning the dictionaries from the snapshot of
the Spanish version of Wikipedia (WIKI-ES). Our motivation is to compare the system in
different genres and determine whether resources acquired in one collection may help when
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Table 9 Name classification in CONLL-ES collection with Wiki dictionaries
Baseline Entities Entities+Patterns
CONLL ORG PLO PLOM PLO PLOM
P 26.27 – 78.89 77.82 73.42 73.86
R 56.48 – 47.34 46.64 53.86 53.75
F 35.86 – 59.17 58.33 62.14 62.22
Acc – 39.34 61.30 61.01 62.60 63.05
Bold values indicate the best results in our experiments
they are applied to a different collection. The experiments were conducted with the same
parameter values for the PLO and PLOM semantic models. Classification was evaluated
on the CONLL test corpus (news) and results are presented in Table 9. Precision for the
classifier using entity dictionaries is comparable to the models trained on EFE corpora. In
contrast, Recall is lower than the equivalent experiments using EFE lists. Despite that the
size of the acquired relations is similar for both collections, the intersection between the list
of NE extracted from Wikipedia and the one extracted from EFE is only moderate. This fact
accounts for the lower recall of runs that use only NE compared to EFE.
Regarding patterns from Wikipedia, they help to achieve higher recall, but their contri-
bution is lower than patterns acquired from the EFE collection. Contextual patterns from
Wikipedia do not always appear as contextual patterns in news genre. Moreover, patterns
that help to classify names may be too specific to that genre or they appear with different
frequency across genres.
4.2 Experiments with English NEC
In order to test the usefulness of the approach for other languages, we have performed simi-
lar experiments for English. The setting and the parameter values are similar to the Spanish
collection. We use the English CLEF collections for NE and pattern acquisition and the CON-
LL 2003 English collection for the evaluation. Adaptations are required because annotations
conventions differ from the Spanish CONLL collection. For example, nationalities and other
demonyms are capitalized in English and therefore tagged as NE. On the other hand, days and
months are often capitalized, too, but they are not tagged. As our bootstrapping system relies
on capitalization to identify NE, we adapted the English experiments to take into account
these differences and represented nationalities and temporal expressions as predicates.
We have experimented with two semantic models, PLOM that groups these classes in
the single MISC entity class and PLONT which uses two additional separate entity classes,
Nationality and Time. Results are reported in Table 10.
As it was already observed for Spanish, the use of acquired patterns in the classifier
improves recall figures. Comparison of results for PLOM and PLONT models supports that
modeling additional entity classes in the bootstrapping process helps to achieve slightly
higher precision.
Nevertheless, the most significant fact is the difference between results for Spanish and
English. Our approach performed worse (though not by much) than the CONLL baseline
built from the annotated training dataset. In other words, the quality of the automatically
generated dictionaries is close to the dictionary created from a large number of human anno-
tations. One of the explanations to these lower results is the degree of NE overlap among the
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Table 10 Name classification in CONLL-EN collection with LAT94GH95
Baseline Entities Entities+Patterns
CONLL LOC PLOM PLONT PLOM PLONT
P 71.91 – 63.30 66.32 62.96 65.48
R 50.90 – 40.07 41.87 47.17 48.90
F 59.61 – 49.07 51.33 53.93 55.99
Acc – 29.45 60.08 61.97 60.69 62.61
Bold values indicate the best results in our experiments
test and bootstrapping collections. They belong to different time spans and different sources.
This is supported by the fact that higher recall is obtained for locations, which tend to change
slowly over time in news, while this is much lower for persons and organizations. Neverthe-
less, further research is required to clarify differences between collections and languages.
5 Conclusions
This paper presents a new bootstrapping algorithm of useful semantic resources for multilin-
gual information access applications. The main aim of this proposal is to be able to acquire
lists of Named Entities and linguistic patterns from unannotated document collections almost
from scratch using only a few seeds provided by human experts. Moreover, a second motiva-
tion is to be a language-independent (for western languages) and domain-independent tool
which may be used when no manually annotated data are available.
Our experiments in this paper aim to explore the feasibility of this approach as an alter-
native to other methods that require more labor, whether in annotation or rule construction.
The trade-off is interesting in multilingual applications because of the costs associated with
annotating training corpora or developing rules in several languages.
The system builds a graph by discovering and selecting frequent patterns that co-occur
with entities of a predefined class. Those patterns also help to discover new entities. It expands
the number of seeds by a factor larger than 500 with reasonable precision. This is achieved by
the combination of dual bootstrapping of several exclusive classes, query-based exploration,
throttling, and the incremental assessments of NE and patterns based on previously acquired
types. The discovery process is analogous to web crawlers that discover links, giving higher
priority to those candidate links that appear often.
Lists of entities acquired by bootstrapping are definitely useful for building NERC systems
as this achieves high precision. Additionally, the contextual patterns are also useful to gener-
alize beyond the acquired names and help to improve recall, particularly if they are obtained
from the same corpus or a similar genre.
It should also be noted that the system does not assume the use of language-specific NLP
tools like POS taggers, chunkers, or parsers which could not be available or tuned to the
domain. It is fairly language independent (a solution for western languages), as it relies on a
simple regular expression that uses formatting cues like capitalization and general heuristics to
locate candidate NE. However, it uses a language-specific list of stopwords to filter and gener-
alize candidate patterns, which in contrast is a common requirement for large collections that
include an IR component. The Spanish and English experiments demonstrate the ability of the
proposed bootstrapping method to acquire linguistic patterns and recognize named entities
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using very limited supervision. Several research works have shown that contextual patterns are
useful for named entity recognition in western languages such as Italian [33,2], Catalan [5],
Portuguese [23], among others. Therefore, if our proposal works on English and Spanish, it
should work on those languages. However, the causes of the performance difference warrant
further investigation. A future research line should extend the current work to use other sim-
ple heuristics that locate NE in other language families (Eastern and Arabic languages) as
well as languages where current ones may be not so effective as in the case of German.
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